Senator Cory Booker Proposes
Ending
Detention
for
Immigration Violations
Across four states in America, 3,277 prison inmates have
tested positive for the coronavirus, but 96% show no symptoms
(which is a common ratio). Politicians are using the ‘virus’
as an excuse to release criminals from prison. Senator Cory
Booker introduced legislation to end all detention for
immigration violations as long as coronavirus exists,
essentially opening our borders for an indefinite period.
Congressman Matt Gaetz, however, is introducing legislation to
deport detained illegal aliens instead of releasing them into
our country. -GEG

The
CDC,
Media,
Johns
Hopkins, and Some States Are
Padding COVID-19 Death Stats
Many states across the country have been counting “probable”
deaths as caused by COVID-19, thereby inflating the number of
deaths reported. In Pennsylvania, officials reduced the death
toll and removed some of the people who were diagnosed
COVID-19 because coroners disputed the inflated numbers.
California and Minnesota have declared that now they will only
count confirmed cases of COVID-19, but they do not say how
they will do that. It could be just talk. The Star Tribune in
Minnesota has dropped Johns Hopkins University as a source,
because it is counting both confirmed and unconfirmed cases of
COVID-19. It is significant that the number of deaths from
seasonal flu have dropped about the same as COVID-19 deaths
have increased, suggesting that the flu deaths possibly are
being counted as COVID-19 deaths.

American Farmer Warns of Food
Shortages as US Imports Beef

from Namibia
American rancher Shad Sullivan warns of upcoming meat
shortages, plowing under crops, dumping milk, and euthanizing
livestock. He says ranchers are being forced to euthanize
harvest-ready cattle because of employee absenteeism at
processing plants. The absenteeism is the result of the
government’s stay-at-home campaigns. Meanwhile, lower quality
meat is being shipped in from Namibia and other overseas
locations. -GEG

